Abstract. The purpose of this note is to provide a detailed proof of Nazarov's inequality stated in Lemma A.1 in [1] .
This theorem can be alternatively stated as follows.
Theorem 2. Let X ∼ N (0, I p ), and let a 1 , . . . , a p ∈ S p−1 = {x ∈ R p : x = 1} and b 1 , . . . , b p ∈ R be given. Then for every δ > 0, ′ X ≤ y/ σ j + δ/ σ j , 1 ≤ ∀j ≤ p .
Since σ j 2 = E[Y 2 j ] ≥ σ 2 for all j, the conclusion of Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2. In what follows, we shall prove Theorem 2. For the notational convenience, let K(t) = {x ∈ R p : a ′ j x ≤ b j + t, 1 ≤ ∀j ≤ p} for t ∈ R with K = K(0); we have to show that
for every δ > 0. To this end, define the function
Since a ′ j X − b j , j = 1, . . . , p are non-degenerate Gaussian, for any set B ⊂ R with Lebesgue measure zero,
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where G ′ + denotes the right derivative of G. We will show that G is everywhere right differentiable with G ′ + (t) ≤ √ 2 log p + 2 for every t ∈ R, which leads to the conclusion of Theorem 2. We begin with noting that by replacing b j with b j + t, it suffices to show that G is right differentiable at t = 0 with G ′ + (0) ≤ √ 2 log p + 2. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2 reduces to the following lemma. Lemma 1. Work with the notation as stated above. Then
Note that the existence of the limit on the left hand side is a part of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let γ p = N (0, I p ) and denote by ϕ p (x) the density of γ p :
where relint(F ) denotes the relative interior of F (by "face", we mean a proper face). Then
as δ ↓ 0. In addition, for two distinct facets F 1 and F 2 of K, the sets N F 1 (δ) and N F 2 (δ) are disjoint, and so the problem reduces to proving that
Recall that a facet of K is a face of K with dimension p − 1. We shall prove the following lemma.
where dσ(x) denotes the standard surface measure on F .
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is essentially due to [3] , p.171-172. Let v be the outward unit normal vector to ∂K at F . Then N F = {x + tv : x ∈ relint(F ), t > 0} and N F (δ) = {x + tv : x ∈ relint(F ), 0 < t ≤ δ}. Pick any x ∈ F . Then the set [F − x] = {x − x : x ∈ F } is contained in a linear subspace of R p with dimension p − 1. Let {q 1 , . . . , q p−1 } be an orthonormal basis of the linear subspace. Then every x ∈ F can be parameterized as
Hence every y ∈ N F can be parameterized as 
Similarly, we have
and hence
So, we have proved the first equation in (1).
To prove the second inequality in (1), observe that for any x ∈ F ,
To verify the last inequality, let r = |x ′ v| and observe that ∞ 0 e −tr−t 2 /2 dt = e r 2 /2 ∞ r e −t 2 /2 dt, and so it suffices to show that ψ(r) := ∞ r e −t 2 /2 dt − e −r 2 /2 /(r + 1) ≥ 0 for all r ≥ 0. But this follows from the observation that ψ ′ (r) = −re −r 2 /2 /(r + 1) 2 ≤ 0 for all r ≥ 0 and lim r→∞ ψ(r) = 0. Combining (2) and (3), we have
The value of x ′ v is invariant for any x in the hyperplane containing F , and so choosing x = dist(0, F )v or x = − dist(0, F )v, we have |x ′ v| = dist(0, F ). Therefore, we conclude that
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Return to the proof of Lemma 1. The rest of the proof is essentially due to [2] . So far, we have shown that
and for each facet
. Decompose the sum F : facet of K into two parts:
First, consider the case where dist(0, F ) > √ 2 log p, and suppose that x = dist(0, F )v is in the hyperplane containing F (otherwise take x = − dist(0, F )v), where v denotes the outward unit normal vector to ∂K at F . Using the coordinates appearing in the proof of Lemma 2, we can parameterize x ∈ F as
Letting z = (z 1 , . . . , z p−1 ) ′ , we have
where we have used that x = dist(0, F ) > √ 2 log p. Hence, using the fact that the number of facets of K is at most p, we have This completes the proof.
